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VŒTA AND A- / ÅVŒTA DIALECTICS OF THE SÅÉKHYAS

Introduction

Two modes of reasoning, vœtaΔ and a-/ åvœtaΔ used by the
Så√khyas, were discovered at first by A. Bürk (1901) from the
Så√khyatattvakaumudœ, according to E. Franco (1999). Then H. Jacobi
reported the Nyåya-style usage of avœta reasoning of Psykhe (åtmå) in
the Nyåyavårttikam of Uddyotakara and, moreover, the criticism by
Dharmakœrti (1927).

New researches were carried out by H.Hadano (1944) and E.
Frauwallner (1958), and its sources were enlarged to Buddhist and
Jaina texts. Moreover recently G. Oberhammer used the Yuktidœpikå as
well as the Nyåyågamånusåri∫œ for the interpretation of “åvœtaΔ”
(Terminologie Bd.1, 1991, p. 123 f.).

But the illustration in the Yuktidœpikå cited by him does not agree
with the function of reductional way. The author of the Yuktidœpikå
says that the world (jagat) didn’t occur from atoms (paramå∫avaΔ)
etc., therefore the world is proved to occur from the First Cause (pra-
dhånam). But the negation of opponent philosophies is not argued log-
ically (not “ad absurdum”). Furthermore the major premise is not
absolute choice: pU~p. Anyway we must read the Yuktidœpikå also as
well as Buddhist comments which were appointed by Hadano and the
Nyåyågamånusåri∫œ cited by Frauwallner. We have to enjoy their
achievements of fundamental researches and to develop them more
logically.
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In that case the difference between avœta and åvœta traditions is
not problem.

Vœta Argumentation

“vœtåvœtavißå∫asya pakßatåvanasevinaΔ / pravådåΔ Så√khyakari∫aΔ
Sallakœßa∫∂abha√guråΔ //” (For the Så√khya elephant which has tusks
of direct and indirect logic, which dwells in the forest of topics, the
other dogmas are transient so as Sallakœ woods eaten by elephants).

This opening verse of the Yuktidœpikå shows that vœtåvœta reason-
ings play an important role for the dialectics of the Så√khyakårikå.
The topics argued by vœtåvœta reasonings were introduced by several
Buddhist philosophers according to Hadano’s paper (1944).

Bhåviveka quoted the vœta proof of the First Cause (pradhånam)
by the reason of individual’s (1) homogeneousness, (2) finiteness, (3)
distinction of cause and effect, (4) occurence by energy and (5) various
dissimilarities in his Tarkajvålå (Derge, dsa 232a~ ). These argumenta-
tions fall under the 15th kårikå of Œƒvarak®ß∫a with slight variants.

“bhedånåm parimå∫åt samanvayåcchaktitaΔ prav®tteƒ ca /
kåra∫akåryavibhågåd avibhågåd vaiƒvaræpyasya //” (By the reason of
individual’s finiteness, homogeneousness, occurence by energy, dis-
tinction of cause and effect and one union of universe). The topic
(pratijñå) is the final clause of the 14th kårikå, “avyaktam api sid-
dham” (Concealed One is also proved).

Dignåga introduced the vœta dialectics (parårthånumånam) of the
Så√khyas (KåpilåΔ) in his Pramå∫asamuccaya-v®ttiΔ (Derge, ce
54a~), and gave the illustration on the reason, “samanvayåt” in the
15th kårikå. (We must emend “bsalba-rnams da√ rjes-su Δgro-ba” of
Derge ed., 54a.4 to “khyad-par-rnams-pa rjes-su Δgro-ba” according
to Pekin ed., 141b.4).

It is very noteworthy that Dignåga criticized (1) the lack of com-
mon property with the mediate term on the subject term. Namely the
Så√khya dialectics shows a propositional logic, not the terminal logic.
He pointed out that the 15th kårikå of Œƒvarak®ß∫a cannot be the
anumåna because of the lack of pakßadharmatå which is the first dis-
cipline of mediate term (hetuΔ).
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Successively he abused (2) the absence of example for showing
the universal concomitance between probans and probandum. That is,
Dignåga found only two parts of argumentation, pratijñå and hetuΔ, as
we see on the Så√khyakårikå. We need not conceive five parts
(avayavåΔ) of Nyåya-style argumentation in the unseen text, the
¯aß™itantram. Actually Maitreya cited the two parts of argumentations
by Vårßaga∫ya in his YogåcårabhæmiΔ. See the below mentioned por-
tion. Hadano and Frauwallner related the five parts of Så√khya dialec-
tics, but Siμhasæri it as secondary, and optional interpretation as fol-
lows: “vœtasya vå bhåvaΔ pañcapradeƒaΔ / p. 314”. (The vœta argu-
mentation has five places).

The problems are vœta and a-/ åvœta hetæ. Siμhasæri’s exposition
is as follows: “yadå hetuΔ parapakßam avyapekßya svenaiva ræpe∫a
kåryasiddåv apadiƒyate tadå vœtåkhyo bhavati”. (When a reason
informs its conclusion through self-character, not contrary character,
the reason is called “vœtaΔ”). This interpretation is constituted together
with the mode of åvœta-hetuΔ which we will see on the next chapter.

Thus the 15th kårikå reveals a specimen of the mode of vœta rea-
soning as Kamalaƒœla described in his Tattvasa√grahapañjikå (p. 26).
For the thesis, “asti pradhånam” (First Cause exists) the above men-
tioned reasons were declared. On the contrary to the new, that is, no-
minal logic of Nyåyasoma introduced by Asa√ga in his Madhya-
makårthånusåri∫œ (Taisho ed. p. 42a), this statement reveals a proposi-
tional logic: p<q. Because the subjects of thesis and reason are not
consistent, and the three disciplines of mediate term insisted by
Nyåyasoma (a Påƒupata Naiyåyika according to Asa√ga and
Harivarman) and Buddhist logicians cannot be applied to these argu-
mentations.

Våcaspatimiƒra altered the argumentation of the 15th kårikå to
nominal logic of Nyåya-style in his Så√khyatattvakaumudœ as runs:
“vivådådhyåsitå mahadådibhedå avyaktakåra∫avantaΔ parimitatvåd
gha™ådivat / p. 74”. (The individuals in question, Great One etc., have
Concealed One as their causes, because they are finite, e.g. a jar.) But
this argumentation is composed by new logic. The vœta argumentations
were composed with two propositions, pratijñå and hetuΔ, and reveal it
in the Så√khyakårikå 9, 15, 17 and 18. The logical formula is as 
follows: p<q. To be true or to be false about the contents is not question.
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The author of the Yuktidœpikå divided two sorts of vœta reasoning,
similar one and dissimilar one. Similar reason exists in probandum
(sådhyasahabhåvœ). For instance, the distinction of cause and effect
means simulteneously the existence of Cause (pradhånam = source,
not motive cause). As for dissimilar one, he pointed out the reason
“sa√ghåtaparårthatvåt” and others (p. 40, 26~27). The specimen is
related in the 17th kårikå for the proof of Psykhe (purußaΔ). That is,
corporeal gathering serves another. (p) Therefore Psykhe exists. (q).
Both cases are expressed as: p<q.

A-/ åvœta Argumentation

Siμhasæri defined the åvœta reasoning in his Nyåyågamånusåri∫œ
as runs: “pariƒeßåd åvœtasiddhir yadå nedam ato ’nyathå sambhavaty
asti cedaμ tasmat pariƒeßato hetur evåyam / p. 314, 1~2” (The åvœta
argumentation is realized by way of reduction. That is: this is not
right, so that, contrary one occurs and this is right. Therefore this rea-
son occurs by way of reduction). The major premise of this proposi-
tional logic is: pU=~p. The minor premise is: ~p=0. The conclusion is:
p=1. Siμhasæri didn’t mention the case of it in the Så√khyakårikå, but
apparently it is “asadakara∫åt sarvasambhavåbhåvåt / Sk.9” (Effect
exists in Cause, because unreal effect cannot be produced. If Effect
does not exist in Cause, all effects might occur from all causes. But
that is absurd). If there were not Effect in Cause, the contradiction of
all occurences from all things makes us trouble (~p=0). So that, Effect
exists in Cause (p=1).

Maitreya cited four vœta reasonings and four avœta reasonings by
Vårßaga∫ya in his YogåcårabhæmiΔ (p. 119), although he didn’t call
them “vœtåvœtahetæ”. These reasonings are primitive in comparison
with that of Œƒvarak®ß∫a, but the last one was accepted by him as “sar-
vasambhavåbhåvåt / Sk.9”. The last reasoning is as runs: “anyathå hi
sarvaμ sarvasya kåra∫atvena vyavasthåpyate ......sarvataΔ sarvam
utpadyeta” (Otherwise, all the things become causes of all the effects,
and all the effects must occur from all the causes). That is absurd.
Then a specific effect occurs from a specific cause, Vårßaga∫ya said.
The latter argumentaion forms a vœta hetu of similarity. This is yet a
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regressus ad absurdum to hetu, not to pratijñå. Complete vœta and
avœta hetus were realized later. I owe this information on the
YogåcårabhæmiΔ to Prof. Furusaka, Kôichi.

A-/ åvœta reasoning is thus regressus ad absurdum: pU~p, ~p=0
(false), therefore p=1 (true). This reductional way is composed with
propositional logic, and the Nyåya school also acknowledged it as
“tarkaf” in the Nyåyasætram, 1.1.40, which G. Jhå translated as “hypo-
thetical reasoning”. In that case the tarka reasoning was used for a
subsidiary proof of Psykhe (åtmå). If cognizer (jñåta) began to exist
(utpannaΔ), then metempsychosis and release might not be seen on
him. But we really experience them. Therefore Psykhe is proved, so
Våtsyåyana says in his Nyåyabhåßyam (p. 157).

Gautama defined the tarka as follows: “avijñåtatattve ’rthe
kåra∫opapattitas tattvajñånårtham æhas tarkaΔ / Ns.1.1.40” (When
the real character of an object is not well known, then a reason for
cognition of real character occurs and the contemplation of it is called
“tarka”). Æha and apoha consist of a pair, and apoha rather consists
with the Nyåya-style æha. Both words are translated as “reasoning”, of
course positive and negative meanings respectively, by V.S. Apte.

These two words are used in the Mahåbhåratam, 12.118.17,
13.133.43 and 13.134.27 as a dvandva compound, and then a tatpu-
rußa compound: “æhåpohaviƒåradåΔ” (well conversant men with rea-
sonable and hypothetical inference). The usage of it don’t play an
important role together with “jñånavijñåna-sampannåΔ”.

The Nyåyakoƒa introduces the definition of Hemacandra seen in
his Abhidhånacintåma∫ikoƒaΔ as runs: “aparatarkaniråsåya k®to
viparœtatarkaΔ / æho ’poho ’rthavijñånaμ tattvajñånaμ ca dhœgu∫åΔ //”
(The contrary reasoning is made to rejecting other reasonings.
Reasoning, rejecting reasoning, objective understanding and the
knowledge of truth are characters of wisedom).

These four terms refer to the above mentioned compound-words
in the epic.

Siμhasæri suggests that åvœta reasoning corresponds with ƒeßavat,
and vœta reasoning with såmånyatod®ß™am. The former reason consists
with similarity of a premise and a conclusion, and the latter consists
with dissimilarity (p. 313). The latter should be used at first, then the
former must be used for the cognition of Så√khya metaphysics, he
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says; and in succession declares that the metaphysics in the text of
Vårßaga∫ya (Vårßaga∫e tantre) has been rejected. The author of the
Yuktidœpikå suggests that the vœta reasoning can go back to the archaic
ten parts argumentation (sæktaμ daƒåvayavo vœtaΔ / p. 44, 5).

Thus we can understand that the historical understanding of the
Nyåya-style vœta and a-/ åvœta reasoning is very erroneous.
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